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Worx leaf mulcher

0751871034532, 0845534007626, 06897548080410751871034532, 0845534007626, 0689754808041Shredder / Chipper TechnologyThis item has no place on this site. Thank you, we'll consider this.  The Spruce/Lindsay Boyers We bought a WORX 13-Amp Electric Leaf Mulcher so our
expert reviewer could test it in her backyard. Read on for our full product review. Autumn is one of the most charming times of the year. The weather starts to cool, the leaves change colors, and then... fall all over the yard. I admit that the last part may not be so pleasant, there are various
tools that promise to make yard cleaning a little more manageable. One such tool is the WORX 13-Amp Electric Leaf Mulcher – a device that can mulch up to 53 gallons of leaves per minute. Whether you want to create nutrient-rich mulch for your garden beds or just want to effectively kick
the leaves on the curb, WORX should do the trick. Let's see for ourselves, we picked one up and put it to the ultimate test: a slump in New England. Read on to see how it is running.  WORX mulch requires little in the way of assembly. No more than 10 minutes after we took it out of the box,
we had it mulching leaves. No tools needed – we just needed to place the rack on a flat surface, sit on the engine housing at the top, and then tighten the funnel in place.  The WORX mulch leaf is bladeless and instead uses Flex-A-Line technology – an AKA line for trimming grass in difficult
duties. Mulch is supplied with the line in place, so we didn't have to mess with it before our first use. The system comes with additional cutting lines that you can use to replace old lines when they stop working just as efficiently. To do this, cut the old lines from the spinner's head, remove
them, and then run a new line through the same feeding holes and ferrules. The built-in line cutter will make sure the line is the right length.  Mulch leaves work with both plastic and paper bags, so you can decide which one you want to use (have a hint that none are included - you need to
buy them separately). If you opt for plastic, you can simply roll the bag over the top of the stand and get to work. If you use paper, the system comes with a support ring that holds the bag upright so that mulched sheets can fall right into it.  Spruce / Lindsay Boyers After everything is set, the
last step was to connect the mulch to the power source (it runs on electricity, not on battery). Since WORX has a short cable with a socket, you will need to plug it in with an extension cord. Make sure you've used one that's approved for external and not only the right length, but also the right
meter.   When you do not use mulch leaves, it is broken down as easily as it merges. Since parts of the unit can nest inside, you can store it in a compact space such as garage or garden scabies without the need for the first reorganization.  The WORX 13-Amp Electric Leaf Mulcher is a no-
frills, no-fuss yard tool -- and that's what we like about it. There are no bells and whistles, but it has a 13-amp engine and a clean air cooling system that makes it extremely efficient at handling a single job - and that's all we need.  The Spruce/Lindsay Boyers The leaf mulcher — consisting
of only four orange and black interlocking parts — uses a line to trim grass in difficult years as opposed to metal blades. Although the manufacturer still warns to keep your hands away from the engine when it works, the bladeless system is much safer than its metal alternative. The WORX
mulch list boasts a 13-amp engine that the manufacturer claims can mulch up to 53 gallons of leaves per minute - and they don't lie. Since the opening of the funnel is so large, adding leaves to mulch does not require effort at all. You can get them in as fast as you can pick them up, and the
engine has the speed – 8500RP – to keep up with demand. The only downside to a large opening is that while the Flex-A-Line system cuts through the leaves, spits debris and dust back at you. We weren't ready for this on our first attempt, and we ended up in a pretty serious dust cloud of
leaves that we had to get away from to get some fresh air. A simple remedy for this is to wear a working mask or bandana around the mouth. Safety glasses wouldn't hurt either. Another downside is that while a bladeless system is a safer option, the grass line also doesn't handle sticks. We
used other chipping tools/shredder with metal knives and they cut sticks and twigs without problems. Worx leaf mulcher just can't compete there. Sometimes the sticks go straight to the bag, but sometimes they shoot back from the funnel, posing a safety problem. When mulching leaves in
WORX, it is best to remove any sticks or twigs before throwing the leaves into the funnel. Of course, this takes a little extra time, so you need to decide if it is worth the compromise.  The Spruce/ Lindsay Boyers While WORX's performance is most impressive with dry leaves, mulch leaves
can also be tackled by wet leaves without much extra effort. We noticed that when the leaves were wet, they weren't as mulch as they were when they were dry. Mulching wet leaves also requires more cleaning time, since the remains of the leaves stick to the inside of the funnel and the
engine housing and you need to wipe it. When the leaves are dry, they go through much cleaner. Nevertheless, WORX lives up to the manufacturer's claim that it can mulch leaves down in an 11:1 ratio. In other words, what would be 11 bags of mulch-free leaves turns into one bag after
worx is finished with them. Although WORX is not the most advanced leaf Out there, it certainly beats the rake. A $120 bladeless machine can save you hours of hard work outdoors, and it's priceless for us. Tazz K32 Chipper Shredder: The biggest drawback of WORX is that it can not
stand any twigs or leaves. That's where Tazz K32 comes in. It has a steel funnel that makes short work of any mulching of leaves and chipping wood - even for larger branches. Of course, there are several other main factors to consider here; Tazz retails for a whopping $700 and the unit,
which is on wheels, takes up a lot more space in your garage or tow. If you have a large hard with a lot of leaves, it may be worth it, but if you work with a small space, WORX will do just fine. Sun Joe CJ601E Electric Wood Chipper: If you need both mulching sheets and wood chipping
options at a fraction of tazza costs, sun Joe CJ601E Electric Wood Chipper may be more in your alley. Although it can cope with leaves, small sticks and twigs, more time and effort is needed. The parachute is extremely narrow, so you need to use a paddle to push all the debris through the
machine. That said, it offers a much smaller, easier-to-store build and it's only $140 - about the same as WORX.  Final judgment Option suitable for budget only for wet and dry leaves. WorX leaf mulcher can carry leaves like champions, so if that's your only yard concern, it's a great, budget-
friendly choice. If you're looking for something that twigs and sticks, though, you might want to dig a little deeper in your pockets and opt for a multi-function chipper/shredder instead. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. Does that come with a battery and a charger? No, this model does not include a
battery or charger. This is power tools. How much does 13 Amp Leaf Mulcher weigh? Worx Leaf Mulcher weighs 20 pounds. It is sturdy and stable when set up, but still light enough to make it easily portable. Does Leaf Mulcher come pre-assembled? Since the Worx 13 Amp Leaf Mulcher is
designed for easy and compact storage when not in use, it comes to you in the same configuration. Assembling Leaf Mulcher is quick, easy and doesn't require tools! Assembling leaf mulcher will take only a few minutes and will not require any tools! Remove the mulch from the box and find
the rack. Insert the legs into the rack. Make sure the release button is aligned and lock in position. Place the rack on stable ground. Attach the collection bag of your choice (not included). For plastic, roll out the bag opening over the top of the stand. For paper bags for collecting sheets
(diameter 12-16 use the included support ring. Place the orange engine housing on the rack. Stand the black funnel on the engine housing and lock the clamps to secure it. Place the funnel cover on top, align the white dots on each piece and lock the cards to ensure in place. Before
plugging it in, add the cutting lines by feeding it through holes in the spinner's head and align the ends so that they are even. Push each end through the appropriate ferrule and repeat for the other side. Plug in your Leaf Mulcher and you're ready to go! Can I leave Worx Leaf Mulcher out all
season? We don't recommend storing your Mulcher sheet outside. It is designed to be quickly and easily disassembled for compact storage. How do I disassemble Leaf Mulcher for storage? Turn off your Worx 13 Amp Leaf Mulcher and turn it off. Separate the individual parts and release
the safety clearances. Remove the engine housing from the funnel. Separate the legs from the stand by pressing the lock buttons and pulling for release. Turn the rack upside down. Put the funnel in the rack. Fit the engine housing into the funnel. Place the funnel cover on top of the engine.
The legs will fit into the notches in the funnel. That's it! You are ready to store the mulcher leaf until it is time to use it again. Your mulch is designed to work with a cutting line and will not receive any kind of metal blades. How do I change my cutting line? Switch the Mulcher sheet off and off
for safety before proceeding. Remove mulch funnel and funnel cover. Cut the old lines and remove them from the spinner's head. Draw one piece of line through one set of feeding holes on top of the spinner's head. Make sure the ends of the line are even. Pull both ends of the line through
the appropriate ferrule. Repeat for the other side. The built-in line cutter will make sure your lines always have the right length. Although there are several steps to cleaning the air filter, it will only take a few minutes. Turn off Mulcher Leaf. Once unplugged, separate the funnel from the
engine housing. Turn the engine housing so that the cutting head faces the ground. Remove six screws from the sides of the bonnets. They are located on the outer edges of the motor cover. The filter is flush with the power switch. It can be removed and cleaned. When replacing the engine
housing, gently squeeze the housing inwards to lock the housing back into place. Re-insert six screws and tighten. Turn the engine housing and reconnect the funnel. What kind of extension cord should I use with my Worx Leaf Mulcher? A real extension cord will provide you with the
performance you expect and will extend the service life of your mulch. Look for an extension cord rated for external use and make sure the cable meter is suitable for the length you use. WG430 is a 120V, 13 Amp tool, so make sure there's a gauge and length on the grid here or in your
manual. Your local hardware store or garden supply will be happy to help you choose the right cable to meet your needs. Carefully review the owner's manual for all safety information and guidance. Follow security while using any power tools – including wearing safety goggles, gloves,
appropriate footwear and clothing and keeping your hair tied back. See the owner's manual for complete safety instructions and details. I misplaced the manual. Can I get more information? You can download the manual here. Our friendly customer support team will be happy to answer any
questions you may have at 1-866-354-9679 (Worx). What is the warranty/warranty? If you decide that Worx Leaf Mulcher is not the right tool for you, we offer a 30-day money return guarantee from the date of receipt (less shipping and handling). Call our customer service center at 1-866-
354-9679 (WORX) and we're happy to help. More information can be found here. We know that your tools are essential, so we cover every tool with a 2-year limited consumer guarantee. You can extend the warranty to 3 years by signing up online within 30 days of purchase. Do you



already have your Mulcher list? Register now! Parts that are subject to normal wear and tear are not covered by the tool's warranty. More information about our warranty can be found here. Where can I get replacement parts? Need more lines? You lose your bag holder? Many accessories
are available online under accessories. Accessories.
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